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U.S. Pat. No. 9,069,648 – Claim 22
A method for delivering messages in a
personal electronic device (PED),
comprising:

Prior Art - Kaufman
Kaufman discloses a method for delivering messages in a personal electronic device.
Abstract: “An electronic activity monitor for monitoring the performance of an activity
such as an exercise comprises an activity detector responsive to motion associated with
the performance of the activity to output a corresponding signal, a processor for receiving
the signal and determining a starting address at which a block of corresponding sound
data is stored, a memory for storing sound data corresponding to a plurality of values
associated with the monitored activity, the sound data preferably comprising data
representing a voice representation of the values, and a speech generator for generating a
naturally-sounding human voice or reproducing a pre-stored version of an actual human
voice or other audible indicia in accordance with the sound data stored in the memory.
The speech generator is controlled by the processor in response to the activity detector to
provide a verbal representation of the user's performance of the activity. Motivational
speech may also be generated to encourage correct and continued performance of the
activity.”
4:31-37: “In view of the foregoing, an object of the present invention is to provide a
device for use in monitoring the progress and performance of an activity (such as an
exercise routine) and for providing a verbal indication of the user's performance.”
5:5-8: “Another object of the present invention is to provide an exercise monitor capable
of detecting when exercises are being performed improperly by the user and issuing an
audible alarm.”
5:9-14: “Another object of the present invention is to provide an exercise monitor for
monitoring, coaching and training a user, and issuing audible indicia such as a verbal
representation of at least one monitored function, audible alarms, instructions, motivation
and encouragement, and/or information relating to exercise and diet programs.”
5:15-18: “An additional object of the present invention is to provide an electronic exercise
monitor which verbally informs the user of his or her exercise progress and/or which
offers the user verbal encouragement and motivation.”
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performing, with the PED, a first
electronic based intelligence function;
and

Kaufman discloses performing, with a personal device, a first electronic based
intelligence function
1:19-27: “the present invention relates to an audible electronic exercise monitoring,
coaching and training device which monitors the user's exercise performance and issues
audible and optionally visual and textual indicia, such as a verbal count of the rate,
distance, number of exercise repetitions, and the like, performed by the user and/or issues
audible alarms, verbal instructions, verbal motivation and encouragement and other verbal
or textual information and instruction.”
Figure 10:
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performing, with the PED, a second
electronic based intelligence function,
comprising:

Kaufman discloses performing, a second electronic based intelligence function
1:19-27: “the present invention relates to an audible electronic exercise monitoring,
coaching and training device which monitors the user's exercise performance and issues
audible and optionally visual and textual indicia, such as a verbal count of the rate,
distance, number of exercise repetitions, and the like, performed by the user and/or issues
audible alarms, verbal instructions, verbal motivation and encouragement and other verbal
or textual information and instruction.”
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13:16-21: “The foregoing considerations are illustrated in the context of repetition
counting, but apply equally to the verbal representation of any other monitored function of
an activity (such as an exercise), including but not limited to time, distance, speed,
number of laps, pulse rate, calories expended, breathing pattern, and the like.”
receiving conditions associated with
one or more messages, the conditions
including a selection condition and an
output condition;

Kaufman discloses receiving conditions associated with one or more messages, the
conditions including a selection condition and an output condition.
5:23-27: “In accordance with a first aspect of the present invention, the exercise
monitoring device comprises one or more exercise detection means each for detecting a
function associated with the performance of an exercise and outputting a corresponding
signal which varies in accordance with the detected function,”
7:61-8:10: “In the case of repetitive exercises in which sets of successive exercise
repetitions are being monitored, the electronic exercise monitor is preferably provided
with input means to enable the user to set a desired exercise rate, a desired number of
repetitions per set, and a desired enunciation pattern. To accomplish this, a first selector
may be provided for selecting an exercise rate at which human voice patterns will be
produced, the selected rate being variable between a predetermined minimum value and a
predetermined maximum value (i.e., a tempo), a second selector may be provided for
selecting a desired number of repetitions per set (hereinafter referred to as a “repetition
number”), and a third selector may be provided for selecting an enunciation pattern at
which the human voice will be produced, such as by issuing a verbal count every one
repetition, or issuing a verbal count every five repetitions, or issuing a verbal count every
ten repetitions, etc.”
8:16-22: “Alternatively, or additionally, the electronic exercise monitor may be provided
with a switch for causing the issuance of a verbal representation of a monitored function
or other verbal indicia when activated, thereby providing the user with means for
generating a voice representation at random, user selectable times.”
10:50-55: “FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of an exercise monitoring apparatus 10 in
accordance with a first embodiment of the present invention, in which the device is
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configured for monitoring a repetitive exercise by counting the repetitions thereof in sets
and providing a verbal representation thereof along with verbal encouragement. As will
be appreciated by those ordinarily skilled in the art, the monitor may easily be configured
to provide only one of these verbal outputs.”
11:11-17: “The selection of the desired exercise rate, in repetitions per minute, is made by
setting a repetition rate selector 12. Although the repetition rate of the exercise is a
function entirely dependent upon the user's performance of successive exercises, the
setting of a target repetition rate by use of repetition rate selector 12 provides various
advantages, as will be described below.”
12:67-13:5: “Alternatively, rather than providing means for inputting an exercise rate, the
microprocessor 18 can be programmed to monitor the actual exercise rate and determine
whether an individual voice count number can be generated depending upon the speed at
which the user is performing successive exercise repetitions.”
14:2-13: “Thus, if the user has set the repetition rate selector 12 for 20 repetitions per
minute, the microprocessor 14 can be programmed in a known manner to determine
whether the user is performing repetitions at this rate. This can be accomplished by
causing the microprocessor to poll the input port at which the mechanical switch 22 is
connected to monitor the interval between successive repetitions, and to keep a record of
successive intervals, if desired. The exercise monitor 10 can generate verbal indica in the
manner described below to inform the user that he or she is performing the exercise too
fast or too slow depending upon the pre-selected repetition rate value.”
14:43-45: “As will also be appreciated by those of ordinary skill in the art, there are a
virtually unlimited number of possible enunciation patterns which may be made
available.”
15:7-10: “On the other hand, the microprocessor 14 can be programmed to monitor for the
end of a set and the address tables can be selected based solely upon the enunciation
pattern set by the user.”
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sensing a signal in a local environment
associated with the PED;

Kaufman discloses sensing a signal in a local environment associated with the PED
5:23-27: “In accordance with a first aspect of the present invention, the exercise
monitoring device comprises one or more exercise detection means each for detecting a
function associated with the performance of an exercise and outputting a corresponding
signal which varies in accordance with the detected function,”
5:27-32: “processing means for receiving the signal output from each of the one or more
exercise detection means and determining therefor a starting address at which a block of
corresponding sound data is stored, a memory for storing sound data associated with the
at least one detected exercise function, and a speech generator for generating a voice in
accordance with the sound data,”
6:7-17: “The detected exercise functions may comprise any functions associated with the
performance of an exercise, which may depend upon the particular exercise that is being
performed. Such functions include, but are not limited to, time, distance, number of laps,
number of repetitions, speed, pulse rate, height, calories expended, applied force,
breathing pattern, accuracy, and the like. Any other function associated with the
performance of an exercise or other activity may also serve as a detected function in
accordance with the present invention, the particular type of function not being limited to
those described herein.”
6:24-33: “The exercise monitor utilizes an exercise motion detector of conventional
structure for detecting an exercise function associated with a particular exercise, such as
distance traveled (in the case of walking, jogging, running, cycling or treadmill exercises),
or, for instance, for detecting a specific motion (in the case of situps, pushups, swimming,
and the like), for detecting the repetitive motion associated with the performance of the
exercise and for outputting a corresponding signal which varies in accordance with the
performance of the exercise. Alternatively, or in addition thereto, the exercise monitor
may be provided with a detector for measuring a physiological condition of the user as a
function associated with the performance of an exercise, such as a pulse meter for
monitoring the user's pulse or a stress gauge for monitoring movements of the user's chest
in accordance with the user's breathing pattern.”
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7:9-14: “In each of the above-described aspects of the present invention, the processing
means receives an output signal of the exercise detector, which varies in accordance with
the monitored exercise function, and determines therefor at selected times a starting
address at which a block of corresponding sound data is stored.”
8:23:-36: “In addition or instead of providing a verbal representation of one or more
monitored functions associated with the performance of an exercise or activity, such as
the time, rate, distance, number of laps, number of repetitions, pulse rate, calories
expended, applied force, breathing pattern, accuracy, and the like, the exercise monitor
may also be programmed to issue verbal phrases and/or to provide other information to
the user depending upon the value of a monitored function (or elapsed time), such as
verbal encouragement to motivate the user to continue to perform the exercise correctly,
instructions to guide the user in a desired manner, alarms to warn the user of an incorrect
or potentially dangerous condition, and information concerning a desirable exercise and
dietary routine.”
8:39-47: “For instance, the device may be programmed to issue instructions at the
commencement of an exercise, or to monitor the user's performance of the exercise and
inform the user as to the correct manner to perform the exercise. Audible and preferably
verbal alarms may be generated when the user is incorrectly performing the exercise such
as by performing it too fast or slow, or, for instance, when a detected physiological
condition indicates a potentially dangerous condition.”
11:43-48: “The output signal of the repetition rate selector 12 is input to the programmed
microprocessor 14. The function of the repetition rate selector 12 in the operation of the
microprocessor 14 is described below in conjunction with the flowchart illustrated in
FIG. 2.”
12:67-13:5: “Alternatively, rather than providing means for inputting an exercise rate, the
microprocessor 18 can be programmed to monitor the actual exercise rate and determine
whether an individual voice count number can be generated depending upon the speed at
which the user is performing successive exercise repetitions.”
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14:2-13: “Thus, if the user has set the repetition rate selector 12 for 20 repetitions per
minute, the microprocessor 14 can be programmed in a known manner to determine
whether the user is performing repetitions at this rate. This can be accomplished by
causing the microprocessor to poll the input port at which the mechanical switch 22 is
connected to monitor the interval between successive repetitions, and to keep a record of
successive intervals, if desired. The exercise monitor 10 can generate verbal indica in the
manner described below to inform the user that he or she is performing the exercise too
fast or too slow depending upon the pre-selected repetition rate value.”
16:20-22: “An exercise motion detector 22, such as a mechanical switch, provides an
output signal which is input to the microprocessor 14.”
converting the signal to sensed data;

Kaufman discloses converting the signal to sensed data
5:23-27: “In accordance with a first aspect of the present invention, the exercise
monitoring device comprises one or more exercise detection means each for detecting a
function associated with the performance of an exercise and outputting a corresponding
signal which varies in accordance with the detected function,”
5:27-32: “processing means for receiving the signal output from each of the one or more
exercise detection means and determining therefor a starting address at which a block of
corresponding sound data is stored, a memory for storing sound data associated with the
at least one detected exercise function, and a speech generator for generating a voice in
accordance with the sound data,”
7:9-14: “In each of the above-described aspects of the present invention, the processing
means receives an output signal of the exercise detector, which varies in accordance with
the monitored exercise function, and determines therefor at selected times a starting
address at which a block of corresponding sound data is stored.”
11:43-48: “The output signal of the repetition rate selector 12 is input to the programmed
microprocessor 14. The function of the repetition rate selector 12 in the operation of the
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microprocessor 14 is described below in conjunction with the flowchart illustrated in
FIG. 2.”
12:67-13:5: “Alternatively, rather than providing means for inputting an exercise rate, the
microprocessor 18 can be programmed to monitor the actual exercise rate and determine
whether an individual voice count number can be generated depending upon the speed at
which the user is performing successive exercise repetitions.”
14:2-13: “Thus, if the user has set the repetition rate selector 12 for 20 repetitions per
minute, the microprocessor 14 can be programmed in a known manner to determine
whether the user is performing repetitions at this rate. This can be accomplished by
causing the microprocessor to poll the input port at which the mechanical switch 22 is
connected to monitor the interval between successive repetitions, and to keep a record of
successive intervals, if desired. The exercise monitor 10 can generate verbal indica in the
manner described below to inform the user that he or she is performing the exercise too
fast or too slow depending upon the pre-selected repetition rate value.”
16:20-22: “An exercise motion detector 22, such as a mechanical switch, provides an
output signal which is input to the microprocessor 14.”
detecting an event, at least in part, by
comparing the sensed data with
reference data that corresponds to the
event

Kaufman discloses detecting an event, at least in part, by comparing the sensed data with
reference data that corresponds to the event
5:23-27: “In accordance with a first aspect of the present invention, the exercise
monitoring device comprises one or more exercise detection means each for detecting a
function associated with the performance of an exercise and outputting a corresponding
signal which varies in accordance with the detected function,”
5:27-32: “processing means for receiving the signal output from each of the one or more
exercise detection means and determining therefor a starting address at which a block of
corresponding sound data is stored, a memory for storing sound data associated with the
at least one detected exercise function, and a speech generator for generating a voice in
accordance with the sound data,”
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6:7-17: “The detected exercise functions may comprise any functions associated with the
performance of an exercise, which may depend upon the particular exercise that is being
performed. Such functions include, but are not limited to, time, distance, number of laps,
number of repetitions, speed, pulse rate, height, calories expended, applied force,
breathing pattern, accuracy, and the like. Any other function associated with the
performance of an exercise or other activity may also serve as a detected function in
accordance with the present invention, the particular type of function not being limited to
those described herein.”
7:9-14: “In each of the above-described aspects of the present invention, the processing
means receives an output signal of the exercise detector, which varies in accordance with
the monitored exercise function, and determines therefor at selected times a starting
address at which a block of corresponding sound data is stored.”
8:39-47: “For instance, the device may be programmed to issue instructions at the
commencement of an exercise, or to monitor the user's performance of the exercise and
inform the user as to the correct manner to perform the exercise. Audible and preferably
verbal alarms may be generated when the user is incorrectly performing the exercise such
as by performing it too fast or slow, or, for instance, when a detected physiological
condition indicates a potentially dangerous condition.”
8:53-56: “Verbal encouragement may be issued at selected times during the performance
of an exercise, and is most preferably issued based on the value of a particular monitored
function.”
8:60-63: “As will be appreciated, these types of verbal phrases, which are selected by the
processing means dependent upon the value of a monitored function, can be the sole
verbal output of the electronic exercise monitor.”
11:43-48: “The output signal of the repetition rate selector 12 is input to the programmed
microprocessor 14. The function of the repetition rate selector 12 in the operation of the
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microprocessor 14 is described below in conjunction with the flowchart illustrated in
FIG. 2.”
14:2-13: “Thus, if the user has set the repetition rate selector 12 for 20 repetitions per
minute, the microprocessor 14 can be programmed in a known manner to determine
whether the user is performing repetitions at this rate. This can be accomplished by
causing the microprocessor to poll the input port at which the mechanical switch 22 is
connected to monitor the interval between successive repetitions, and to keep a record of
successive intervals, if desired. The exercise monitor 10 can generate verbal indica in the
manner described below to inform the user that he or she is performing the exercise too
fast or too slow depending upon the pre-selected repetition rate value.”
14:17-20: “Sound data can be stored for use in generating one or even a plurality of
different phrases to be issued at selected times in a desired manner, such as sequentially,
depending upon the user's performance of the exercise.”
16:33-39: “The microprocessor 14 may also be programmed using a known clock routine
to monitor the time duration between successively performed repetitions, and, by
comparing this duration with the repetition rate selected on repetition rate selector 12,
determine whether the user is proceeding too slowly or quickly. In such cases, alarm
indicia such as a beep or verbal warning may be issued.”
selecting a message from among the
one or more messages based on the at
least one selection condition and the
event; and

Kaufman discloses selecting a message from among the one or more messages based on
the at least one selection condition and the event
5:23-27: “In accordance with a first aspect of the present invention, the exercise
monitoring device comprises one or more exercise detection means each for detecting a
function associated with the performance of an exercise and outputting a corresponding
signal which varies in accordance with the detected function,”
5:27-32: “processing means for receiving the signal output from each of the one or more
exercise detection means and determining therefor a starting address at which a block of
corresponding sound data is stored, a memory for storing sound data associated with the
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at least one detected exercise function, and a speech generator for generating a voice in
accordance with the sound data,”
7:9-14: “In each of the above-described aspects of the present invention, the processing
means receives an output signal of the exercise detector, which varies in accordance with
the monitored exercise function, and determines therefor at selected times a starting
address at which a block of corresponding sound data is stored.”
8:39-47: “For instance, the device may be programmed to issue instructions at the
commencement of an exercise, or to monitor the user's performance of the exercise and
inform the user as to the correct manner to perform the exercise. Audible and preferably
verbal alarms may be generated when the user is incorrectly performing the exercise such
as by performing it too fast or slow, or, for instance, when a detected physiological
condition indicates a potentially dangerous condition.”
8:53-56: “Verbal encouragement may be issued at selected times during the performance
of an exercise, and is most preferably issued based on the value of a particular monitored
function.”
8:60-63: “As will be appreciated, these types of verbal phrases, which are selected by the
processing means dependent upon the value of a monitored function, can be the sole
verbal output of the electronic exercise monitor.”
11:60-65: “As described in greater detail below, the selected repetition rate, repetition
number and enunciation pattern are used by the programmed microprocessor 14 to
determine the location of a particular address table stored in the microprocessor memory
for addressing particular voice data in a speech synthesizer 18.”
12:7-11: “The reason a plurality of different sets of voice data address tables are
preferably used is to enable the device to generate a naturally-sounding voice which
varies depending upon the rate at which the exercise repetitions must be counted.”
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12:64-67: “The microprocessor can also be programmed to determine an appropriate
enunciation pattern depending upon the selected values of the repetition rate and the
repetition number.”
12:67-13:5: “Alternatively, rather than providing means for inputting an exercise rate, the
microprocessor 18 can be programmed to monitor the actual exercise rate and determine
whether an individual voice count number can be generated depending upon the speed at
which the user is performing successive exercise repetitions.”
14:2-13: “Thus, if the user has set the repetition rate selector 12 for 20 repetitions per
minute, the microprocessor 14 can be programmed in a known manner to determine
whether the user is performing repetitions at this rate. This can be accomplished by
causing the microprocessor to poll the input port at which the mechanical switch 22 is
connected to monitor the interval between successive repetitions, and to keep a record of
successive intervals, if desired. The exercise monitor 10 can generate verbal indica in the
manner described below to inform the user that he or she is performing the exercise too
fast or too slow depending upon the pre-selected repetition rate value.”
14:13-17: “In that event, the microprocessor 14 can use sound data stored in a memory to
generate a verbal phrase to instruct the user to slow down or speed up, for instance,
depending upon the monitored results.”
16:39-43: “For example, if the exercise is being performed too slowly, the device could be
programmed to synthesize the words “pick up the pace”, “you're slowing down,” “you're
getting weaker,” “faster”, and the like.”
initiating output of the message from
the PED in response to the event
meeting the output condition.

Kaufman discloses initiating output of the message from the PED in response to the event
meeting the output condition
1:19-27: “the present invention relates to an audible electronic exercise monitoring,
coaching and training device which monitors the user's exercise performance and issues
audible and optionally visual and textual indicia, such as a verbal count of the rate,
distance, number of exercise repetitions, and the like, performed by the user and/or issues
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audible alarms, verbal instructions, verbal motivation and encouragement and other verbal
or textual information and instruction.”
5:23-27: “In accordance with a first aspect of the present invention, the exercise
monitoring device comprises one or more exercise detection means each for detecting a
function associated with the performance of an exercise and outputting a corresponding
signal which varies in accordance with the detected function,”
5:41-47 “As will be appreciated by those of ordinary skill in the art, the sound data may
comprise data for producing a verbal representation of the monitored exercise function, a
variable determined by the processing means in accordance therewith, or a motivational
phrase selected based upon the monitored exercise function and indicating a relative
exercise performance level.”
7:9-14: “In each of the above-described aspects of the present invention, the processing
means receives an output signal of the exercise detector, which varies in accordance with
the monitored exercise function, and determines therefor at selected times a starting
address at which a block of corresponding sound data is stored.”
7:14-18: “The memory stores sound data representative of a voice for all or some values
of the monitored function(s) so as to provide a verbal representation of a monitored
function and/or sound data representative of motivational phrases.”
8:39-47: “For instance, the device may be programmed to issue instructions at the
commencement of an exercise, or to monitor the user's performance of the exercise and
inform the user as to the correct manner to perform the exercise. Audible and preferably
verbal alarms may be generated when the user is incorrectly performing the exercise such
as by performing it too fast or slow, or, for instance, when a detected physiological
condition indicates a potentially dangerous condition.”
8:53-56: “Verbal encouragement may be issued at selected times during the performance
of an exercise, and is most preferably issued based on the value of a particular monitored
function.”
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14:2-13: “Thus, if the user has set the repetition rate selector 12 for 20 repetitions per
minute, the microprocessor 14 can be programmed in a known manner to determine
whether the user is performing repetitions at this rate. This can be accomplished by
causing the microprocessor to poll the input port at which the mechanical switch 22 is
connected to monitor the interval between successive repetitions, and to keep a record of
successive intervals, if desired. The exercise monitor 10 can generate verbal indica in the
manner described below to inform the user that he or she is performing the exercise too
fast or too slow depending upon the pre-selected repetition rate value.”
14:17-20: “Sound data can be stored for use in generating one or even a plurality of
different phrases to be issued at selected times in a desired manner, such as sequentially,
depending upon the user's performance of the exercise.”
Figures 2A-2B:
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ELECTRONIC EXERCISE MONITOR

The present application is based on prior U.S. application

Ser. No. 08/869,749, filed on Jun. 5, 1997, now U.S. Pat. No.

5,857,939, which is hereby incorporated by reference, and
priority thereto for common Subject matter is hereby
claimed.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates generally to an exercise
monitoring device and, more particularly, to an audible
exercise monitoring device designed for Stand-alone use, to
be worn on a part of a user's body, for incorporation into an
exercise mat or other Surface, or as part of a piece of exercise
equipment, Such as one of the type having a displaceable

15

member adapted to undergo reciprocal (i.e., cyclical) move

ment in response to a repetitive curling, bending, pushing,
pulling, or pressing force of a user. More specifically, the
present invention relates to an audible electronic exercise
monitoring, coaching and training device which monitors
the user's exercise performance and issueS audible and
optionally visual and textual indicia, Such as a verbal count
of the rate, distance, number of exercise repetitions, and the
like, performed by the user and/or issues audible alarms,
Verbal instructions, Verbal motivation and encouragement

25

and other verbal or textual information and instruction.
DESCRIPTION OF RELATED ART

A wide variety of different types of equipment is available
for exercising different individual muscles and muscle
groups of the human body. Free weights, Such as dumbbells
and barbells, have long been widely used in both commer
cial and residential Settings. Low cost universal-type weight
training equipment has more recently become accessible to
consumers for residential use, as have Sophisticated cardio
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vascular exercise devices Such as electromechanical Station

ary bicycles, motorized treadmills, hydraulic Stair climbers,
rowing machines, aerobic riders, aerobic flyers, and the like.
Many different types of cardiovascular exercise equip
ment are provided with electronic monitoring devices for
tracking the user's performance and providing the user with
a practical performance target or goal. Even inexpensive
Stationary bicycles, Stair climbers and treadmills are often
provided with built-in timers, pulsemeters, calorie counters,
Speedometers, odometers and/or pedometers. Such devices
are relatively inexpensive to produce and are Simple in
design, relying upon the use of a single programmed micro
processor or application-specific integrated circuit to calcu
late various information using performance data acquired
from Standard Sensors. For instance, the number of calories

expended during an exercise may be determined using a
Simple calculation based upon the exercise resistance, exer
cise rate and elapsed time. Pulse rate monitoring devices are
also of simple design and low cost. By monitoring the user's
pulse, the number of calories expended and the like, the user
may be provided with a practical indication of his or her
exercise progreSS and performance.
The use of electronic monitoring instruments in conven
tional cardiovascular training equipment has had Some ben
eficial fitness results, including a moderate increase in the
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level of user interest and an increased level of exercise

performance. However, the most beneficial results of any
exercise are obtained when an individual is given a specific,
easily understandable performance target, is informed of his
or her exercise progreSS, and is given Verbal motivation,
coaching, encouragement and instruction. When this is
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done, the individual is generally more interested in perform
ing an exercise routine correctly and completely, and the
results of the exercise routine are markedly improved.
While pulse meters, calorie counters, odometers,
pedometers, and the like, Serve to increase user interest, they
do not serve to directly motivate or coach the individual to
complete an exercise program. Nor do Such devices ensure
that an individual is performing an exercise routine correctly
or completely, or that the user is following an appropriate
dietary regimen. Moreover, electronic monitoring devices of
the type described above are of limited utility in connection
with non-cardiovascular, Strength training exercise equip
ment Such as free weights and isometric exercisers. While
Such devices are useful for monitoring cardiovascular
exercises, information Such as pulse rate, elapsed time and
calories expended is only of Secondary importance in non
cardiovascular exercises, which are generally designed to
increase muscle Strength. While the primary goal of cardio
vascular exercise is to maintain a target elevated pulse rate
for a prolonged period of time, the goal of most non
cardiovascular exercises is the targeting of individual
muscles for a relatively short period of time to increase
Strength. Such exercises do not generally result in prolonged
heart rate elevation. Thus, even highly Sophisticated non
cardiovascular training equipment is not generally provided
with electronic monitoring equipment Similar to that
described above. Users of Such equipment are therefore
required to perform non-cardiovascular exercises in the
presence of fitness professionals or are otherwise relegated
to perform boring, Strenuous exercise routines alone and to
monitor their own performance. Additionally, exercise rou
tines are often accompanied by dietary regimens requiring
the intake of certain foods and food Supplements at Specific
times and in Specific quantities. Nor do conventional exer
cise monitoring devices provide the user with any dietary
information to assist the user in maintaining a specific
exercise and dietary program.
Although they are perhaps the most important part of any
weight training exercise routine, the last one or two repeti
tions are also the most difficult to perform. At the point an
individual reaches the last few repetitions of an exercise, the
individual is under a great deal of physical StreSS. Despite
the importance of the last few repetitions of Such an
exercise, these last repetitions are extremely difficult. In the
absence of a Spotter or personal trainer for providing Verbal
motivation and encouragement, many individuals have
found it difficult to properly complete these last few repeti
tions of a weight training exercise due to the lack of
Self-motivation brought on by intense physical StreSS.
Although prior art monitoring devices exist for monitoring
the results of an exercise, no previously-available electronic
exercise monitoring device has addressed the need for
providing an individual with the motivation and encourage
ment needed to complete an exercise routine.
Another good example of this is situpS and pushups.
While pushups are a highly beneficial exercise, there are no
electronic monitoring or coaching devices available for use
in conjunction with pushups. Similarly, Situps are generally
the most Straightforward and useful exercise motion for
addressing the entire abdominal Structure of the human
body. However, they are also strenuous to perform, boring
and very difficult to monitor. There are no electronic moni
toring devices available for Stand-alone use in conjunction
with Situp or pushup type exercises, and the individual
performing Such exercises must either rely upon another
person to monitor their performance or must Somehow keep
track of his or her own performance.

3
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Even though Several types of exercise devices have been
developed for use in exercising the abdominal muscles by
augmenting the natural resistive force of gravity against the
human body, Such devices are not generally provided with
any type of electronic monitoring equipment Similar to that
provided in cardiovascular fitneSS equipment.
Although there are a virtually unlimited number of dif
ferent types of mechanical devices designed to replace
exercises Such as pushups and Situps, most of these devices,
despite their high cost, provide little or no added benefit over
fundamental exercises Such as SitupS and pushups. Nor do
any of these devices provide a means for monitoring,
motivating, or coaching the user to correctly and completely
perform an exercise.
For instance, various types of rotary movement abdomi
nal exercise devices are available that target the abdominal
muscles. Some Such devices are designed to facilitate curl
ing motion while a perSon is originally lying in a Supine
position. Other Such devices are designed to facilitate Such
motion while a person is in a Seated position. Such
equipment, however, is entirely mechanical in nature and is
not generally provided with electronic monitoring devices.
In one known abdominal exercise device, for example, the
user performs abdominal curling exercises against a resis
tance provided by the machine. The user is Seated in an
upright position and performs the curling and uncurling
motion against a resistance provided by a bar mounted in a
cantilevered manner on an arm which pivots about a fixed
point forwardly and rearwardly with the user's curling and
uncurling exercise motion. In another well known variation
of this device, the bar is adapted to undergo variable
resistance throughout the curling and uncurling motion to

4
encouragement, informing the user of an attainable goal, or
providing the user with a Suitable exercise and dietary
regimen. Additionally, there are very few available moni
toring devices for use with exercises that are performed
without the use of any type of exercise device. AS noted
above, conventional exercise monitoring devices also do not
provide the Verbal motivation and encouragement of a
personal trainer. Situps, for example, may be performed on
an exercise mat or floor without the use of a curling device.
Pushups may also be performed on any flat surface. When an
exercise is performed without the use of any type of exercise
equipment, no electronic monitoring device is generally
used. A need therefore exists for an electronic exercise

15

diet and exercise routine.
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Although there have been previous attempts to provide
Such instructional information and encouragement through
the use of pre-recorded audio and Video exercise programs,
no Such program is capable of monitoring the performance
of the user while performing the exercise described and
shown on the pre-recorded program.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

In View of the foregoing, an object of the present inven
tion is to provide a device for use in monitoring the progress

maximize exercise benefits. There are no electronic moni

toring devices provided in this type of equipment for moni
toring a user's performance and offering verbal motivation
and encouragement. As a result, the individual is required to
monitor his or her own performance or to rely upon another
perSon, Such as a personal trainer.
Another abdominal exerciser which has recently become
popular is designed to Support the user's head and neck
while performing situp type exercises from a Supine posi
tion. The device is formed of a tubular frame defining a pair
of laterally Spaced Support rails, a pair of laterally spaced
rocker portions, a pair of laterally spaced arm rest portions
and a connecting portion for connecting the Support rails
together. Cushions are disposed on the arm rest portions to
receive the elbows of the user when in a lying position. The
head and neck of the user are Supported on a padded Support
extending acroSS the connecting portion. In one variation of
this device, the rocker portions are curved on a circular arc
to match the curvature of the Spine when performing the
Situp type exercises. In another variation of this device, the
rocker portions are merely pivot points designed to facilitate
rocking motion on a circular arc, also to match the curvature
of the Spine when performing the Situp type exercises. While
this basic device is available in various other configurations,
with or without arcuate portions, each Such variation is
designed to Support the user's neck and head when perform
ing situps or crunches. For example, in another variation, the
connecting portion is disposed proximate the arm rest por
tions of the device, rather than the head rest portion.
Much like weight training equipment and other types of
non-cardiovascular fitneSS equipment, none of the foregoing
types of exercise equipment is provided with an electronic
device for providing useful instructions to the user, moni
toring the user's performance level, increasing the user's
interest level by providing verbal motivation and

monitor for Stand-alone use, to be worn on a part of the
user's body, or for at least partial incorporation into a piece
of exercise equipment or an exercise Surface to monitor an
exercise and provide the user with Verbal motivation, and
optionally to provide the user with useful instructions and
information concerning his or her exercise performance, to
warn the user of an incorrect or potentially dangerous
condition, to provide the user with Verbal encouragement
and motivation to perform an exercise correctly and
completely, and to assist the user in maintaining a desirable
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and performance of an activity (Such as an exercise routine)

and for providing a verbal indication of the user's perfor
CC.
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Another object of the present invention is to provide a
device for use in monitoring a user's progreSS and perfor
mance of an exercise routine and for ensuring that the
exercise routine is correctly performed.
Another object of the present invention is to provide a
device for use in monitoring the progreSS and performance
of an exercise routine, for ensuring that the exercise routine
is correctly performed, and for issuing a verbal indication of
the monitored exercise progreSS and performance and Verbal
encouragement and alarms.
Another object of the present invention is to provide a
device for monitoring at least one function associated with
the performance of an exercise and issuing a verbal repre
Sentation thereof at Selected times.

Still another object of the present invention to provide
exercise monitoring devices of the aforementioned types for
Stand-alone use with or without exercise equipment, or for
incorporation into a piece of exercise equipment or an
exercise Surface for monitoring exercises performed by a
USC.
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Yet another object of the present invention is to provide
exercise monitoring devices of the aforementioned types
designed for Stand-alone use with or without exercise
equipment, or to coact with or for incorporation into various
different types of exercise equipment for monitoring an
exercise performed by a user while using the exercise
equipment, or to provide a verbal indication of one or more
monitored exercise functions Such as exercise rate, distance,

time, pulse rate, calories expended, breathing pattern, heart
or muscle Strength, and the like.

US 6,251,048 B1
S
Still yet another object of the present invention is to
provide a device capable of monitoring the number of
exercise repetitions performed while using a known exercise

exercise in accordance with the first Sound data, and to

output a Selected verbal phrase Selected from the Second
Sound databased on the value of a detected exercise function

device.

Another object of the present invention is to provide an
exercise monitor capable of detecting when exercises are
being performed improperly by the user and issuing an
audible alarm.

Another object of the present invention is to provide an
exercise monitor for monitoring, coaching and training a
user, and issuing audible indicia Such as a verbal represen
tation of at least one monitored function, audible alarms,

instructions, motivation and encouragement, and/or infor
mation relating to exercise and diet programs.
An additional object of the present invention is to provide
an electronic exercise monitor which Verbally informs the
user of his or her exercise progreSS and/or which offers the
user verbal encouragement and motivation.
These and other objects are achieved by the present
invention, which provides an electronic exercise monitoring
device for monitoring the performance of an exercise by a
user. In accordance with a first aspect of the present
invention, the exercise monitoring device comprises one or
more exercise detection means each for detecting a function
asSociated with the performance of an exercise and output
ting a corresponding Signal which varies in accordance with
the detected function, processing means for receiving the
Signal output from each of the one or more exercise detec
tion means and determining therefor a Starting address at
which a block of corresponding Sound data is Stored, a
memory for Storing Sound data associated with the at least
one detected exercise function, and a speech generator for
generating a Voice in accordance with the Sound data, the
Speech generator being controlled by the processing means
in response to the one or more exercise detection means to
output a verbal representation associated with the one or
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exercise motion detector of conventional Structure for

detecting an exercise function associated with a particular

repetitive motion associated with the performance of the
exercise and for outputting a corresponding Signal which
varies in accordance with the performance of the exercise.
Alternatively, or in addition thereto, the exercise monitor
may be provided with a detector for measuring a physiologi
cal condition of the user as a function associated with the

performance of an exercise, Such as a pulse meter for
monitoring the user's pulse or a StreSS gauge for monitoring

mined in accordance therewith at Selected times as a user

movements of the user's chest in accordance with the user's
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breathing pattern. In accordance with this aspect of the
present invention, the exercise monitor may be fully or
partially housed in a case or package that may be carried or
worn by the user on the wrist, ankle, waist, glove, neck, hat,
and the like. Alternatively, the exercise monitor may be built
into a piece of exercise equipment or an exercise Surface

Such as an exercise mat. The exercise detection means

50
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least one detected exercise function and Second Sound data

representative of a plurality of Verbal phrases for encourag
ing the user to continue to perform the exercise or alarming
the user of an incorrect or potentially dangerous condition,
and a Speech generator for generating a Voice in accordance
with first and Second Sound data Stored in the memory, the
Speech generator being controlled by the processing means
in response to each exercise detector to output a verbal
representation of the one or more detected exercise functions
at Selected times as a user progressively performs the

So as to inform the user of his or her exercise progreSS, to
motivate the user to continue to perform the exercise
correctly, or to provide a verbal alarm to the user.
The detected exercise functions may comprise any func
tions associated with the performance of an exercise, which
may depend upon the particular exercise that is being
performed. Such functions include, but are not limited to,
time, distance, number of laps, number of repetitions, Speed,
pulse rate, height, calories expended, applied force, breath
ing pattern, accuracy, and the like. Any other function
asSociated with the performance of an exercise or other
activity may also serve as a detected function in accordance
with the present invention, the particular type of function not
being limited to those described herein.
In accordance with another aspect of the present
invention, the electronic exercise monitor is adapted for
Stand-alone use to permit use of the device in conjunction
with exercises that are performed with or without the use of
a piece of exercise equipment, Such as Walking, jogging,
running, Situps, pullups, Weight training, bicycling,
Swimming, and the like. The exercise monitor utilizes an

exercise, Such as distance traveled (in the case of walking,
jogging, running, cycling or treadmill exercises), or, for
instance, for detecting a specific motion (in the case of
Situps, pushups, Swimming, and the like), for detecting the

more detected exercise functions and/or a variable deter

progressively performs the exercise.
As will be appreciated by those of ordinary skill in the art,
the Sound data may comprise data for producing a verbal
representation of the monitored exercise function, a variable
determined by the processing means in accordance
there with, or a motivational phrase Selected based upon the
monitored exercise function and indicating a relative eXer
cise performance level.
In accordance with a Second aspect of the present
invention, the exercise monitoring device comprises one or
more exercise detection means each for detecting a function
asSociated with the performance of an exercise and output
ting a corresponding Signal which varies in accordance with
the detected exercise function, processing means for receiv
ing the Signal output from each of the one or more exercise
detection means and determining therefor a starting address
at which a block of corresponding Sound data is Stored, a
memory for Storing first Sound data associated with the at

6
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comprise conventionally available detectors having a struc
ture depending upon the particular exercise function being
monitored. Examples are noted above. In the case of exer
cise repetitions, the detector may simply comprise a Switch
or other input means capable of detecting Successive rep
etitions of a repetitive exercise, Such as presses, extensions,
pushups or situps, that are being performed by the user.
In accordance with another aspect of the present
invention, the exercise monitor is incorporated at least
partially into a piece of exercise equipment and the exercise
motion detector comprises means for detecting movement of
a displaceable member of the exercise equipment, Such as a
cantilevered arm, a flywheel, a cable, a barbell, or the like,
the detecting means being responsive to the repeated motion
of the displaceable member, for example, to output a signal
which varies in accordance with the cyclical movement

(Such as rotary, linear, reciprocal, and the like) of the

65

displaceable member in response to performance of an
exercise by the user on the exercise equipment. Any means
capable of detecting the cyclical performance of an exercise
on a piece of exercise equipment may be used as the motion
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detector. AS noted above, the exercise monitor may also be
provided with an exercise detector comprising means for
monitoring a physiological condition of the user, Such as the
user's pulse rate, Oxygen intake, EEG, and the like, So as to
monitor the user's physiological condition as a function of
the exercise being performed. In all cases, the physiological
condition may be the Sole monitored function, or one of a
plurality of monitored functions.
In each of the above-described aspects of the present
invention, the processing means receives an output signal of

patterns will be produced, the Selected rate being variable
between a predetermined minimum value and a predeter

mined maximum value (i.e., a tempo), a second Selector may
Set (hereinafter referred to as a “repetition number”), and a

be provided for Selecting a desired number of repetitions per

the exercise detector, which varies in accordance with the
monitored exercise function, and determines therefor at

Selected times a starting address at which a block of corre
sponding Sound data is Stored. The memory Stores Sound
data representative of a Voice for all or Some values of the

monitored function(s) So as to provide a verbal representa

15

tion of a monitored function and/or Sound data representa
tive of motivational phrases. In order to generate a voice
representation of the one or more monitored functions or a
Selected motivational phrase, the exercise monitor is further
provided with a speech generator for generating a naturally

Sounding human Voice (or reproducing a pre-stored version
of an actual human Voice) or other audible indicia in

accordance with the Sound data Stored in the memory. The
Speech generator is controlled by the processing means in
response to the exercise monitor So as to provide, at Selected
times, a verbal indication of the performance of the exercise
by the user and/or verbal motivation. Thus, for example, if
the monitored function comprises exercise repetitions, the
exercise monitor may progressively count Some or all of the
Sequential exercise repetitions performed by the user and
may encourage the user to complete the exercise routine.
In accordance with one embodiment of the present inven
tion adapted to count Successive repetitions of an exercise

performed on a piece of exercise equipment, a Switch (Such
as a contact Switch or a mercury Switch) is provided for

monitoring the reciprocal movement of a displaceable mem
ber of a piece of exercise equipment. Preferably, the Switch
has contacts disposed Such that each full cycle of motion of
the displaceable member causes a Single, temporary closure
of the Switch contacts So as to permit the generation of a
Single pulse for each repetition and to permit detection of
Successive exercise repetitions which are to be verbally
counted by the exercise monitor. A Voice count is generated
for all or only for Selected ones of the exercise repetitions.
In another embodiment, rotary motion of a displaceable
member of a bicycle or treadmill is monitored and linear
distance and/or Speed is calculated based on the rotary
motion. A corresponding verbal representation of the dis
tance and/or Speed is generated at Selected times. In accor
dance with the present invention, the electronic exercise
monitor provides a verbal representation of one or more
monitored exercise functions rather than merely a visual

In addition or instead of providing a verbal representation

of one or more monitored functions associated with the
25
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means to enable the user to Set a desired exercise rate, a

desired number of repetitions per Set, and a desired enun
ciation pattern. To accomplish this, a first Selector may be
provided for Selecting an exercise rate at which human Voice

performance of an exercise or activity, Such as the time, rate,
distance, number of laps, number of repetitions, pulse rate,
calories expended, applied force, breathing pattern,
accuracy, and the like, the exercise monitor may also be
programmed to issue Verbal phrases and/or to provide other
information to the user depending upon the value of a

monitored function (or elapsed time), Such as Verbal encour

continuous indication of the one or more monitored func
tions in cases where a verbal count is not issued continu

ously.
In the case of repetitive exercises in which Sets of Suc
cessive exercise repetitions are being monitored, the elec
tronic exercise monitor is preferably provided with input

third Selector may be provided for Selecting an enunciation
pattern at which the human Voice will be produced, Such as
by issuing a verbal count every one repetition, or issuing a
Verbal count every five repetitions, or issuing a verbal count
every ten repetitions, etc. When the first through third
Selectors are included, the processing means is provided
with means responsive to the first through third Selectors for
Setting the rate at which the human Voice is read out from the
memory, for detecting when to reset the count value So as to
count Successive Sets of an exercise, and for controlling the
enunciation pattern in the desired manner.
Alternatively, or additionally, the electronic exercise
monitor may be provided with a Switch for causing the
issuance of a verbal representation of a monitored function
or other verbal indicia when activated, thereby providing the
user with means for generating a voice representation at
random, user Selectable times.

indication, Such that the user need not be mindful of a Visual

display and may instead concentrate on the exercise.
However, a visual display may also be provided to Supple
ment the verbal representation and, optionally, to provide a

8
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agement to motivate the user to continue to perform the
exercise correctly, instructions to guide the user in a desired
manner, alarms to warn the user of an incorrect or potentially
dangerous condition, and information concerning a desirable
exercise and dietary routine. In order to accomplish this, the
processing means may be programmed to control the Speech
generator to issue, at Selected times, a Selected phrase Stored
in the memory. For instance, the device may be programmed
to issue instructions at the commencement of an exercise, or

to monitor the user's performance of the exercise and inform
the user as to the correct manner to perform the exercise.
Audible and preferably Verbal alarms may be generated
when the user is incorrectly performing the exercise Such as
by performing it too fast or slow, or, for instance, when a
detected physiological condition indicates a potentially dan
gerous condition. Thus, for instance, if the user's pulse rate
is too low for too long, the device may advise the user that
he or she has not attained a desired target pulse range. If the
user's pulse is exceedingly high or has remained at an
elevated rate for too long, an audible alarm may be gener
ated to warn the user of a potential danger, or to Simply
instruct the user to slow down. Verbal encouragement may
be issued at Selected times during the performance of an
exercise, and is most preferably issued based on the value of
a particular monitored function. Thus, for example, a
Selected motivational phrase can be issued when the user is
nearing the end of an exercise, or when the user has slowed
down, So as to encourage the user to complete the exercise
correctly. AS will be appreciated, these types of Verbal
phrases, which are Selected by the processing means depen
dent upon the value of a monitored function, can be the Sole
Verbal output of the electronic exercise monitor. The user
can also be instructed as to the appropriate type and duration
of warm up and cool down activities.
In the case of a monitored function which results in the

issuance of a verbal representation on a relatively frequent

US 6,251,048 B1
basis, Such as number of repetitions, Verbal encouragement
may be generated between or in the place of one or more
Successive verbal count numbers and/or Sets. Thus, for
example, where the Verbal encouragement comprises only
one or two short words, it may be issued between Successive
repetition counts. On the other hand, when the available time
between Successive counts is short and where the Verbal
encouragement comprises a relatively long phrase, it may be
generated to replace one or more verbal repetition counts
while the processing means keeps track of the proper count.
When the exercise rate is relatively slow, or between suc
cessive sets, however, even a long phrase may be inserted
between Successive repetition counts. AS will be appreciated
by those of ordinary skill in the art, the processing means is
programmed to determine the appropriate insertion point for
Verbal phrases of any given duration.
In one embodiment of the present invention, the Switch of
the exercise monitor is mounted to a displaceable member of
an abdominal exercise device which is constructed of a
tubular frame comprising a pair of laterally spaced Support

10
FIGS. 2(a) and 20b) are a flowchart illustrating operations

performed by the processor illustrated in the embodiment
shown in FIG. 1;

1O
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rails for resting on a Support Surface (e.g., a floor), a pair of

laterally Spaced rocker portions each of which extends
forwardly from a respective Support rail and a pair of
laterally spaced arm rest portions, each of which extends
rearwardly from a respective rocker portion to receive an
elbow and arm of a perSon disposed between the Support
rails in a Supine position. The Switch is mounted to a portion

FIGS. 9(a) and 9(b) are diagrams of an abdominal exer

25

user's wrist, in which an exercise monitor of the present
invention may be incorporated and including a pulse detec
tor worn on the user's finger.

with the Support Surface (the floor) once each exercise

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS
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repetitions, height, pulse rate, and the like, and provide, at
Selected times, a verbal representation of a monitored exer
40

45

50

55
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a Schematic diagram of an electronic exercise
monitoring apparatus in accordance with a first embodiment
of the present invention;

there with or a motivational prompt Selected based upon a
indicia can be generated and textual or visual information
relating to exercise performance, exercise instructions and
dietary information can also be produced. The device can
also provide a combination of one or more of these features
So that countleSS Variations are possible, Some of which will

be described below and all of which are considered to be

tubular frame on which the Switch is mounted comes out of

contact with the Support Surface, the Switch contact mem
bers are opened, and no current flows through the Switch. By
monitoring the flow of current through the Switch, the
processing means is capable of monitoring the exercise
progreSS of the user. The user conducts isometric contrac
tions by applying a force through his or her arms to the
exercise device which, in turn, causes lifting of the head,
neck and upper body of the person when contracting the
abdominal muscles. The exercise monitor provides a verbal
count of the repeated cyclical forward and rearward curling
motions and optionally issues Synchronized Verbal encour
agement to the user in the manner described above and Set
forth in greater detail hereinafter in connection with the
detailed description of the attached drawings.

cise function and/or a variable determined in accordance

monitored function. Verbal instructions, alarms and other

each exercise repetition, when the portion of the tubular

with the support surface. When the Switch contact members
come into contact, a current flows through the Switch and is
detected by the processing means. When the portion of the

AS described above, by using appropriate detecting means
well known to those of ordinary skill in the art, the exercise
monitor of the present invention can be configured to
monitor one or more functions associated with the perfor
mance of an exercise, Such as time, rate, distance,

monitor is mounted to the tubular frame in Such a manner
that closure of the Switch contact members occurs once for
frame on which the Switch is mounted comes into contact

cise device to which the exercise monitoring apparatus of
the first and Second embodiments may be mounted; and
FIG. 10 is an external view of a watch case worn on a

of the tubular frame which comes into and out of contact

repetition. An upstanding arch-shaped portion is connected
to and between the Support rails to define a Space to receive
the head of a perSon disposed between the Support rails. A
Support means is also Secured to and across the arch-shaped
portion of the skeletal frame for Supporting the neck and
head of a person disposed between the Support rails. During
an exercise program, the user repeatedly curls his or her
upper body in a forward and rearward rocking motion,
which allows the user to Strengthen the abdominal muscles.
When in use, the person rests his or her elbows or arms
on the arm rest portions while lying down and then repeat
edly curls his or her body forwardly and rearwardly while
rocking on the rocker portions. The Switch of the exercise

FIG. 3 is a Schematic diagram of an exercise monitoring
apparatus in accordance with a Second embodiment of the
present invention;
FIG. 4 is a Schematic diagram of an exercise monitoring
apparatus in accordance with a third embodiment of the
present invention;
FIG. 5 is a Schematic diagram of an exercise monitoring
apparatus in accordance with a fourth embodiment of the
present invention;
FIG. 6 is a Schematic diagram of an exercise monitoring
apparatus in accordance with a fifth embodiment of the
present invention;
FIG. 7 is a Schematic diagram of an exercise monitoring
apparatus in accordance with a Sixth embodiment of the
present invention;
FIG. 8 is a Schematic diagram of an exercise monitoring
apparatus in accordance with a Seventh embodiment of the
present invention;
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within the Scope of the present invention.
FIG. 1 is a Schematic diagram of an exercise monitoring
apparatus 10 in accordance with a first embodiment of the
present invention, in which the device is configured for
monitoring a repetitive exercise by counting the repetitions
thereof in Sets and providing a verbal representation thereof
along with Verbal encouragement. AS will be appreciated by
those ordinarily skilled in the art, the monitor may easily be
configured to provide only one of these verbal outputs. Thus,
it is within the Scope of the invention to provide a device
which produces verbal motivation based upon user perfor
mance of an activity. While the first embodiment described
below monitors exercise repetitions, any other function
asSociated with the performance of an activity may addi
tionally or alternatively be monitored and Verbal represen
tations and motivational phrases can be generated in a
manner similar to that described below.

AS shown, the System has four main control functions,
exercise rate, number of repetitions per Set, enunciation
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11
pattern, and Volume, which produce a Synthesized speech
pattern that is effective to provide the user with a continuous
count of his or her exercise repetitions to assist the user in
maintaining a desired exercise rate, and to ensure that the
user is correctly performing the exercise. AS will be
understood, one or all of these control functions may be
eliminated, if desired, to Simplify the design. One or more of
these control functions will also be unnecessary in the case
of other monitored functions, most notably those which do
not depend upon exercise repetitions (Such as jogging).
The Selection of the desired exercise rate, in repetitions
per minute, is made by Setting a repetition rate Selector 12.
Although the repetition rate of the exercise is a function
entirely dependent upon the user's performance of Succes
Sive exercises, the Setting of a target repetition rate by use of
repetition rate Selector 12 provides various advantages, as
will be described below. The repetition rate selector 12
preferably comprises a multi-position Switch having poles
Selectively tied, for example, to +5 V So as to provide an
input level compatible with that of a processing means, Such
as a microprocessor 14 or a microcontroller. Alternatively,
the repetition rate selector 12 may be in the form of a
potentiometer control and designed to produce a pulse train
at a frequency corresponding to the desired repetition rate.
In the latter case, the repetition rate Selector 12 would
preferably comprise a monostable multivibrator and a poten
tiometer control for varying the RC time constant of the
monostable multivibrator to produce pulses of a time dura

12
chosen for Synthesis is determined in accordance with the
values of the repetition rate, the repetition number and the
enunciation pattern. Thus, the actual human Voice pattern
which is enunciated for each repetition is Set in accordance
with the repetition rate, repetition number and enunciation
pattern.

15

proceed until the address is reset (i.e., when the end of a set
is reached).
This is illustrated as follows. If the enunciation pattern

control Switch 16 is set Such that a verbal count is not
25

required for each Successive exercise repetition. This is
particularly noticeable in the case of a relatively high
repetition rate. If a verbal count of each repetition were
Selected for a high repetition rate, the generated Speech
would generally need to issued at a fast pitch. If a verbal
count were generated for only certain repetitions for an
exercise performed at the same rate, the generated Speech
35

minute. On the other hand, when the exercise is one Such as

bench presses, a maximum repetition rate of 100 repetitions
per minute and a minimum repetition of 5 repetitions per
minute may be more realistic. AS wide or narrow a range of
repetitions as desired can be provided. The output signal of
the repetition rate Selector 12 is input to the programmed
microprocessor 14. The function of the repetition rate Selec
tor 12 in the operation of the microprocessor 14 is described
below in conjunction with the flowchart illustrated in FIG.
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2.

The desired number of repetitions per set (hereinafter
referred to as the “repetition number”) and the desired

enunciation pattern are Selected by Setting a repetition
number control Switch 15 and an enunciation pattern control
Switch 16, each of which may be a multi-position Switch
with each pole position corresponding to a desired repetition
number and enunciation pattern, respectively. In the pre
ferred embodiment of the invention presently being
described, there are four distinct repetition numbers and four
distinct enunciation patterns which may be chosen by posi
tioning of repetition number control Switch 15 and enuncia
tion pattern control Switch 16. AS described in greater detail
below, the Selected repetition rate, repetition number and
enunciation pattern are used by the programmed micropro
ceSSor 14 to determine the location of a particular address
table Stored in the microprocessor memory for addressing
particular voice data in a speech Synthesizer 18. A plurality
of Separate Sets of Voice data are Stored in the memory of the
Speech Synthesizer 18 and the particular set of Voice data

generated for each Successive repetition and is only gener
ated for every other repetition, the enunciation of each

verbal count number can be slower than if a verbal count is

tion which is a function of the RC time constant at a

frequency corresponding to the desired repetition rate.
The range of exercise rateS provided by a multi-position
Switch, or the range of frequency of pulses produced by the
repetition rate Selector 12 is variable between minimum and
maximum rates which are Set as realistic rates depending
upon the particular exercise. Thus, for example, when the
exercise is situps, the device would be set to provide a
minimum repetition rate of, for example, 20 repetitions per
minute and a maximum repetition rate of 200 repetitions per

The reason a plurality of different sets of voice data
address tables are preferably used is to enable the device to
generate a naturally-Sounding voice which varies depending
upon the rate at which the exercise repetitions must be
counted. The particular address table Selected also depends
upon the Selected enunciation pattern, as described below,
Since the particular address locations of the table determine
which repetitions will be verbally counted, which repetitions
will not be verbally counted, which repetitions will be
indicated by non-verbal audible indicia Such as by a beep,
and which count values or other words will be emphasized.
The particular address table that is Selected also depends
upon the Selected repetition number Since the particular
address locations also determine how high the count will

could be much slower. The use of different address tables for

different Settings of the repetition rate Selector 12, repetition
number control Switch 15 and enunciation pattern control
Switch 16 enables the device to produce a naturally Sounding
Voice for all available Settings of repetition rate, repetition
number and enunciation pattern.
For instance, where only 20 repetitions per minute are to
be performed, one verbal count may be generated every
three Seconds if the enunciation pattern is Set So as to count
each repetition. Where 100 repetitions per minute are to be
performed, a Separate Verbal count may be required in
intervals of less than one Second depending, again, upon the
Selected enunciation pattern. In the latter case, Successive
verbal counts will be issued on a much faster rate than in the

former case. Therefore, the individual verbal counts should
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be enunciated faster than in the former case. In the former

case, or in the case where the enunciation pattern control
Switch 16 is set to issue a verbal count only for each five or
ten repetitions, for example, a greater amount of time is
permitted for each verbal count. In Such a case, the indi

vidual verbal counts can be enunciated Slower. Thus,

depending upon the Selected repetition rate, repetition num
ber and enunciation pattern, different address tables are used
to ensure the generation of a naturally-Sounding human
voice. As will be appreciated by those of ordinary skill in the
art, it is not necessary to provide different address tables
corresponding to distinct blocks of Sound data. Instead,
individual voice count numbers can be generated in the same
manner regardless of the repetition rate, repetition number
and enunciation pattern. The microprocessor can also be
programmed to determine an appropriate enunciation pat
tern depending upon the Selected values of the repetition rate
and the repetition number. Alternatively, rather than provid

13
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ing means for inputting an exercise rate, the microprocessor
18 can be programmed to monitor the actual exercise rate
and determine whether an individual Voice count number
can be generated depending upon the Speed at which the user
is performing Successive exercise repetitions. AS can readily
appreciated, there are a countleSS number of ways the
exercise monitor 10 of the present invention can be config
ured to generate a voice to count Successive repetitions of an
exercise being performed by a user, and the present inven
tion is not limited to the counting of Successive repetitions
in any particular manner. AS described above, the enuncia
tion of individual count numbers can be constant, or can

vary depending on pre-Selected values Such as repetition
rate, repetition number and/or enunciation pattern, or, based
on the actual rate at which a user is performing an exercise.
The foregoing considerations are illustrated in the context
of repetition counting, but apply equally to the Verbal
representation of any other monitored function of an activity

15

(Such as an exercise), including but not limited to time,

distance, Speed, number of laps, pulse rate, calories
expended, breathing pattern, and the like. In the case of
functions other than repetitions, however, it may be prefer
able for the exercise monitor to issue verbal representations
of the monitored function on a less frequent basis. For
example, it is not generally desirable to provide a verbal
count of every Step a user takes while walking, jogging or
running. Nor is it generally desirable for the user's pulse to
be announced once every heartbeat or every few Seconds.
For certain monitored functions, it may be preferable to

25

issue a verbal count only at Selected intervals, (e.g., each 10
Seconds, each 30 Seconds, each /4 mile, etc.). Alternatively

or additionally, the exercise monitor can be provided with a
switch connected to the microprocessor 18 which is effective
to generate a verbal count only when Selected by the user. It
is also possible to provide a verbal count only when an alarm
and/or other verbal information is to be issued, Such as when

Voice (e.g., a beep) is generated for each one or more
35

a user's pulse rises too high or the user has completed an
exercise routine and the user's performance is given there
after. The means for providing Such functions are readily
available in the art.

Accordingly, while the embodiment presently being
described includes means for monitoring Successive eXer
cise repetitions and utilizes a set of Selectors for entering
pre-determined values for exercise rate, repetitions per Set

(repetition number) and enunciation pattern, one or more of

these selectors may not be necessary or desired. Where the
monitored function is pulse rate, for example, the concept of
repetitions per Set is not relevant. If a Verbal representation
is generated only at pre-programmed time intervals, the
repetition rate and enunciation pattern would be irrelevant.

AS noted above, one or more of the Selectors can also be

eliminated to simplify the design.
AS described below, the embodiment presently being
described counts the actual exercise repetitions being per
formed by a user, and does not automatically generate

Successive counts, Such as a metronome (although Such can
be done in an alternative embodiment). The pre-selected

repetition rate Set using the repetition rate Selector 12 is used
by the programmed microprocessor 14 for determining a
particular table of addresses So that the enunciation of
individual count numbers can be varied depending on the
Speed at which the exercise is being performed. Thus, while
the value specified by the repetition rate selector 12 affects
the Speed at which individual count numbers are generated,
it does not affect the rate at which the exercise monitor 10

generates Successive verbal count numbers. However, the
pre-Set repetition rate value is also useful as an indicator to

14
the device as to when a Successive repetition should be
expected. Thus, if the user has set the repetition rate Selector
12 for 20 repetitions per minute, the microprocessor 14 can
be programmed in a known manner to determine whether
the user is performing repetitions at this rate. This can be
accomplished by causing the microprocessor to poll the
input port at which the mechanical Switch 22 is connected to
monitor the interval between Successive repetitions, and to
keep a record of Successive intervals, if desired. The exercise
monitor 10 can generate verbal indica in the manner
described below to inform the user that he or she is per
forming the exercise too fast or too slow depending upon the
pre-Selected repetition rate value. In that event, the micro
processor 14 can use Sound data Stored in a memory to
generate a verbal phrase to instruct the user to Slow down or
Speed up, for instance, depending upon the monitored
results. Sound data can be Stored for use in generating one
or even a plurality of different phrases to be issued at
Selected times in a desired manner, Such as Sequentially,
depending upon the user's performance of the exercise.
AS used herein, the term “enunciation pattern refers to
the desired Voice pattern of the repetition counter. For
instance, the user may desire for the device to issue a verbal
count for each individual exercise repetition performed by
the user. In cases where there are a large number of repeti
tions per Set, for instance, the user may prefer the Verbal
count to be spaced out Such as by being generated only for
each two, three, five or ten repetitions. Alternatively, the user
may desire a verbal count only upon the completion of each
exercise set (the number of repetitions of each set being set
using the repetition number control Switch 16). In addition,
the user may prefer that an audible Sound other than a human
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exercise repetitions. The combination of a human Voice and
other audible Sound is also possible, Such as by generating
a human Voice for every five or ten repetitions and gener
ating a beep or other non-verbal Sounds for each repetition
therebetween. In accordance with the present invention, the
Verbal count numbers can be generated and combined with
other audible Sounds in countleSS ways, all of which are well
within the capabilities of one of ordinary skill in the art and
within the Scope of the present invention.
As will also be appreciated by those of ordinary skill in
the art, there are a virtually unlimited number of possible
enunciation patterns which may be made available. The
preferred enunciation patterns discussed above are illustra
tive only and many different patterns may be used. For
example, the enunciation pattern control Switch 16 may be
provided with Settings indicating Selectable enunciation pat
terns of “1”, “%”, “4”, or “SET". In this case, the setting “1”
means that a verbal count is generated for each exercise
repetition. The setting “%” means that a verbal count is
generated only halfway through each Set. Similarly, the
Setting“/4” means that a verbal count is generated at each of
the four quarters of a given exercise Set. When the enun
ciation pattern control switch 16 is placed in the “SET
position, a Verbal count is generated only when each Suc
cessive Set of exercise repetitions is completed by the user.
As will be further appreciated by those of ordinary skill in
the art, the use of a different address table for each combi

nation of repetition rate, repetition number and enunciation
pattern is exemplary only, and a different address table may
not actually be needed for each different combination in
order to ensure the generation of a naturally-Sounding
human Voice. For example, the address tables can instead be
dependent only upon the different combination of repetition
number and enunciation pattern. This would be preferable

15
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when a potentiometer control and a monostable multivibra
tor are used as the repetition rate Selector. AS discussed later,
in that case, the time base of the Verbal count numbers can
be changed depending upon the frequency of pulses output
by the multivibrator so that the numbers are actually pro
nounced faster or slower depending upon the repetition rate
Set by the user. On the other hand, the microprocessor 14 can
be programmed to monitor for the end of a Set and the
address tables can be selected based Solely upon the enun
ciation pattern Set by the user. This method of operation
would be utilized, for example, when the exercise monitor
does not include a Selector for the Setting of one or more of
the repetition rate, repetition number and enunciation pat
tern. Even when one or more of the SelectorS is provided, the
address tables, can be eliminated entirely by appropriate
programming of the microprocessor 14 to detect, on a
Step-by-step basis, whether a verbal count number or other
audible indicia must be generated for a given repetition, in
accordance with a set or pre-programmed enunciation
pattern, and by Similarly determining whether the end of a
Set has been reached. The microprocessor program may also

facturer. As will be clear to those of ordinary skill in the art,
the speech synthesizer 18 utilized in the invention may also
be of the type that is provided with an internal microcon
troller in a Single chip construction, Such chips being avail
able from Texas Instruments, for example, and briefly
described in connection with the embodiments illustrated in

15

include instructions to determine when a verbal count num

modifications achievable by the user with Simple micropro
ceSSor programming techniques, and are within the Scope of
the present invention.
The microprocessor or microcontroller 14 preferably has
an internal memory in the form of an electrically eraseable

25

programmable read-only memory (“EEPROM") that is used

to Store an internal program and program data including the
above-described plurality of address tables for identifying
the addresses of the Sequence of words Stored within the
dictionary of words of the speech synthesizer 18 which are
to be used to Synthesize the human Voice pattern for each of
the possible combinations of repetition rate, repetition num
ber and enunciation pattern Selected by the repetition rate
selector 12, repetition number control Switch 15 and enun
ciation pattern control Switch 16. The internal memory may

further comprise a random access memory (“RAM”), if

necessary, for the temporary Storage of data. AS noted above,
a record of Successive intervals between Successive repeti
tions may be used to determine whether the user is perform
ing the exercise too fast or too slow depending upon the
value of the repetition rate Set using the repetition rate
selector 12. This information could be temporarily stored in
RAM. Also, in the case where a verbal representation of a
variable Such as pulse rate, calories expended, or the like, is
determined based upon a calculation, the RAM may be used
for temporary Storage of data used for performing the

Switch, provides an output signal which is input to the
microprocessor 14. In order for the exercise monitor to
perform as a repetition counter, it is necessary for the
microprocessor 14 to detect the Successive exercise repeti
tions being performed by the user. In the embodiment
presently being described, this is accomplished by the use of
the exercise motion detector 22. Upon each Successive
repetition, the exercise motion detector 22 outputs a signal
to the microprocessor 14 to indicate the occurrence of an
exercise repetition. The Synthesis of each count by the
Speech Synthesizer 18 is initiated only after the micropro
ceSSor detects a signal from the exercise motion detector 22.
The microprocessor 14 may also be programmed using a
known clock routine to monitor the time duration between

35
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calculation. The information content which is stored in the
table in the EEPROM is described below.

The Speech Synthesizer 18 may be a group of integrated
circuits which are commercially available and which have
either a Standard dictionary of words or a special purpose
dictionary of words, and may also be a specially ordered or
application-specific integrated circuit designed to Synthesize
Speech patterns from a specially programmed dictionary.
Alternatively, the Speech Synthesizer 18 may be a Single chip
device such as one of the ISD2500 Series single-chip voice
record/playback devices produced by Information Storage
Devices, Inc. These commercially available Single chip
Voice record/playback devices include an on-board memory
for Storage of Speech Samples, and have 60 Sec., 75 Sec. and
90Sec. durations. The Speech Samples are Stored in the chip
using programming equipment made available by the manu

FIGS. 4-9. As will be readily appreciated by those of
ordinary skill in the art, the Speech Synthesizer may com
prise any means capable of generating or playing back
pre-recorded or pre-stored Speech.
In the FIG. 1 embodiment, the programmed microproces
Sor 14 controls the synthesis of each word from the speech
synthesizer 18 by producing an output on an address bus 20
of the starting address of the word in the dictionary of the
Speech Synthesizer 18. AS will be appreciated, the particular
manner in which the microprocessor controls the Speech
generator depends upon the manner of operation of the
Speech generator, Since different commercially-available
Speech generators are controlled in different ways.
An exercise motion detector 22, Such as a mechanical

ber is to be generated based upon the number of repetitions
per set selected by the repetition number control switch 15.

These and other Similar variations are considered trivial
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Successively performed repetitions, and, by comparing this
duration with the repetition rate Selected on repetition rate
Selector 12, determine whether the user is proceeding too
Slowly or quickly. In Such cases, alarm indicia Such as a beep
or verbal warning may be issued. For example, if the
exercise is being performed too slowly, the device could be
programmed to Synthesize the words "pick up the pace',
“you’re slowing down,” “you’re getting weaker,” “faster',
and the like. For monitored functions other than the counting
of Successive repetitions, Similar commands can be issued,
the particular commands used being applicable to the exer
cises with which the monitor is used. Thus, for instance,

when heart rate is being monitored, the user can be moti
Vated to maintain his or her pulse within a target pulse range
for a predetermined period of time. Similarly, a dangerous
condition can be avoided by alerting the user if his or her
pulse rate reaches too high or low a level.
The microprocessor 14 also functions to produce a high
level pulse online 24 to boost the gain on an audio amplifier
26 to provide higher Volume emphasis on Selected words
within the Synthesized speech patterns produced by the
Speech Synthesizer 18. The Synthesized speech pattern is
produced on output line 28 which is coupled to the audio
amplifier 26. The audio amplifier 26 has a first amplification
Stage 30 which has an output coupled to a potentiometric
volume control 32. A wiper 40 of the potentiometric volume
control 32 is coupled to the input of a Second amplification
Stage 42. The gain of the Second amplification Stage may be
varied by the selective coupling of a feedback loop 46 to the
input by the closure of a Switch 48 upon the application of
a high level signal on line 24 to a control terminal 50.
Certain enunciated repetition patterns may be comprised
of a Sequence of enunciated numbers which are individually

US 6,251,048 B1
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Separated by a Selected motivational word or motivational
words such as “squeeze”, “exhale”, “concentrate”, “almost
done”, “looking good”, “toning up', and the like. These
phrases are, of course, merely illustrative and other phrases
which may be longer or shorter may be deemed preferable
depending upon the particular exercise. In the case of
walking or running exercises, the phrase "Squeeze” would
have little or no value, whereas other phrases having par
ticular meaning in the context of running would be more
meaningful. Such motivational voice patterns may be enun
ciated at the frequency of the Selected repetition rate. Rather
than being inserted between enunciated count numbers in a
Sequential repetition count, these or other motivational voice
patterns may be used to replace one or more count numbers,
in which case the repetition numbers which are not verbally
enunciated will have to be accounted for by the micropro
ceSSor 14 Such that when the verbal count is again
commenced, it begins with the correct number. Similar
means are required in the case of a monitored function other
than repetitions. Whether or not Such a Voice pattern may be
inserted between enunciated count numbers in the Sequential
count or need to be added to replace one or more numbers
depends on the length of the particular motivational word or

18
TABLE I-continued
TABLE OF ADDRESSES FOR SET HAVING
SOREPETITIONS AND FULL
ENUNCATION
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Enunciated Speech

Relative Table Address

Ten
Eleven
Twelve
Thirteen

1O
11
12
13

Twenty

2O

Thirty

21

Forty

22

Fifty

23

Twenty One
Twenty Two
Twenty Three

Thirty One

20, then 1
20, then 2
20, then 3

21, then 1

phrase, the Selected (and actual) repetition rate, and the

enunciation pattern Set by the user via the repetition rate
selector 12 and enunciation pattern control switch 16. For
example, while it may be possible to insert the word
“exhale' between consecutively counted repetitions, it may
not be possible to insert the phrase "no pain, no gain”. AS
will readily be appreciated by those of ordinary skill in the
art, Since the time duration between Successively enunciated
repetitions decreases as the rate of the exercise increases, the
microprocessor program will need to determine the amount

25

AS noted above, it may also be desired to emphasize
certain words or portions of words. For example, it is often
desirable to emphasize the last one or last few count num
bers in each set of repetitions when repetitions are being

of time needed for insertion of Such motivational words. In

the case of monitored exercises functions such as distance,
time, Speed, pulse rate, and the like, a verbal representation
of the monitored function is not usually generated as often
as in the case of monitoring exercise repetitions, and it is not
ordinarily necessary to generate verbal prompts in place of

counted. In the case of other monitored exercise functions,

35

Successive voice counts.

The EEPROM of the microprocessor 14 includes a table
of groups of addresses in which the number of groups are
equal to the number of combinations of repetition rates,
repetition numbers and enunciation patterns which may be
Selected. Each group of addresses comprises a number of
addresses within the dictionary of the speech synthesizer 18
which are equal to the total number of enunciated words and
Sounds within a set of the Selected combination of repetition
rate, repetition number and enunciation pattern. One or more
additional dummy addresses may be included to complete
each table to indicate, for example, that the end of a set has
been reached or that either no speech is to be generated for
a given count Value or that an audible Sound other than
human Speech is to be generated. An example of a table of
addresses stored in the microprocessor 14 EEPROM for a
Set having 50 repetitions in which each individual repetition
is to be verbally counted is set forth below in Table I.
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TABLE I
TABLE OF ADDRESSES FOR SET HAVING
SOREPETITIONS AND FULL
ENUNCATION

Enunciated Speech
One
Two
Three

60

Relative Table Address
1.
2
3
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the attainment of a target range or other meaningful value
may be emphasized. It may also be desired to emphasize
Some or all alarms and/or motivational words or phrases that
may consist of or be inserted in the enunciation pattern. For
this purpose, the microprocessor 14 may detect, on the basis
of a program, count numbers or words which are to receive
audio emphasis. AS will be appreciated by those of ordinary
skill in the art, this may be accomplished in various manners,
all of which are within the scope of the present invention.
The encoding of Such words may be accomplished by the
programming of a logical “one' in an unused bit position
within the address bit positions which are available for
communicating between the programmed microprocessor
14 and the speech synthesizer 18. For example, the detection
of a logical “one' in the unused bit position of an address in
the table of addresses may be used in the microprocessor
program to Signal when to produce one of the Series of
pulses on line 24 which boosts the gain of the audio
amplifier 26. The end of a set within each exercise routine
is signalled by the detection of the count number which
appears at the end of each Set. In Table I, which shows
addresses for a set of 50 repetitions, the 23rd address
position performs this result. The enunciation of a word
within a set of any Selected combination of repetition rate,
repetition number and enunciation pattern is initiated by the
microprocessor control program by Sequentially outputting
the addresses of each word from the microprocessor 14 on
the address bus 20 to the speech synthesizer 18 followed by
the outputting of a pulse on line 22 which starts the actual
synthesis of the word.
AS described above, different address tables are used to

access different Stored Sound data according to various
combinations of repetition rate, repetition number and enun
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ciation pattern. While the use of Separately Stored data
accessed by different address tables dependent upon the
repetition rate, repetition number and enunciation pattern is
one method of achieving a variation in Speech patterns, the
invention is not So limited. Rather than using different
address tables depending upon the repetition rate, the exer
cise monitor may be designed to count repetitions at a single
time base, eliminating Selected count values, if necessary,
due to timing considerations. Instead, the device may be
configured in order to Speed up the enunciation of each word
within a Set by using a repetition rate Selector having the
potentiometric control and multivibrator as described above.
In that case, the Speed at which the Speech is generated may
be increased as the repetition rate is increased for a given
combination of repetition number and enunciation pattern.
The Speed at which the Speech is generated can also be
varied automatically by the microprocessor based upon
detection by the microprocessor of the actual exercise rate.
The simplest form of speech synthesis which is used with
the exercise monitor of the present invention has a constant
time base for enunciating each particular word independent
of the repetition rate. This method is preferable in the case
of monitored exercise functions which do not require a
frequent voice output, Such as pulse rate, distance, Speed,
and the like. This form of Speech Synthesis has a disadvan
tage in the case of monitored functions that necessitate a
frequent voice output in that fast repetition rates do not

15
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sounds too long for a relatively fast repetition rate. When
only one time base duration is used, the upper limit of the

rate is reached when the Successive words to be enunciated

The program next proceeds to step 108 where the
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within a set to be enunciated with half the time base for the

highest range of exercise rates rather than the time base used
to enunciate the Same word at the slowest range of exercise
rateS.

As will be appreciated by those of ordinary skill in the art,
the exercise monitor can be simplified in design by elimi
nating the ability for the user to define the enunciation rate
and by determining the enunciation rate based Solely upon a
user-defined repetition rate or a repetition rate calculated by
the microprocessor based upon the actual exercise repetition
rate. AS will be further appreciated, the enunciation pattern
becomes less problematic when exercise functions other
than repetition rate are monitored since a voice count need
not generally be provided on Such a frequent basis So that the
problem of overlapping voice counts is not encountered.
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tional phrases are generated, this problem is not encoun

FIG. 2 illustrates a flowchart of a computer program used
by the microprocessor 14 for controlling the Voice Synthesis

the number of the word within a set which is next to be

Synthesized is obtained by reading the count of an internal
counter within the microprocessor 14. In the case of each
combination of exercise rate, repetition number and enun
ciation pattern, the first Word is assigned the count of one
and each Successive word within a Set is assigned a Succes
Sive number until the Set is completed. The count functions
as the mechanism for choosing the address within the group
of addresses used for Synthesizing the next word within a Set
of the Selected combination of repetition rate, repetition
number and enunciation pattern to be Synthesized by the
Voice Synthesizer 18. The program next proceeds to decision
point 112 where a determination is made if the audio gain of
the audio amplifier 26 is to be increased for the enunciation
of that word by closing the Switch 48. As described above,
the determination is made by checking an unused address bit
to determine if it has been set high. If the next word to be
Synthesized is not to be emphasized, the program proceeds
to block 116 where the Switch 48 is reset to insure that the

Additionally, where a voice count is not generated (or is
generated only at Selected intervals), or when only motiva
tered.

monostable multivibrator within the exercise rate selector 12

is triggered and the time interval during which the
monostable multivibrator is in its high state is begun. When
a repetition signal is detected due to closure of the mechani
cal Switch 22, the program then proceeds to Step 110 where

ciation time of the words within the set. The number of

tables to be used in the Voice Synthesis of each Set of a given
combination of a repetition number and enunciation pattern
is purely a matter of choice. For example, when multiple
address tables are used, it may be desirable for a given word

the case where 50 repetitions per Set is Selected and a verbal
count for each repetition is to be enunciated. It should be
clearly understood that a group of addresses for each com
bination of repetition number and enunciation pattern is read
from the EEPROM of the microprocessor 14 for synthesiz
ing that particular combination of repetition number and
enunciation pattern. Moreover, when the time base is depen
dent upon the exercise rate, each Selected combination of
repetition number and enunciation pattern will have as many
tables associated with it as there are time bases.

rate. Instead of one table of addresses for each Set, Such as
that set forth in Table I above, two or more tables of

addresses may be used, the first table being assigned to the
enunciation of words at the Slowest range of exercise rates,
and each additional table being used to decrease the enun

of any one of a plurality of combinations of repetition
numbers and enunciation patterns at a Selected exercise
repetition rate. The program starts at point 100 where the
power is turned on and all circuits are reset. The program
next proceeds to Step 102 where the microprocessor, input/
output lines, program variables and constants are initialized.
The program next proceeds to step 104 where the selected
combination of repetition number and enunciation pattern is
read from the repetition number control switch 15 and
enunciation pattern control switch 16 which have been
positioned by the user. The preferred choices of repetition
number and enunciation pattern have been described above,
but it should be clearly understood that the invention is
applicable to any desired group of repetition number and
enunciation patterns at any Selected exercise repetition rate.
The program next proceeds to step 106 where the selected
combination of repetition number and enunciation pattern is
used to identify the group of addresses within the EEPROM
of the microprocessor 14 which are to be used to Synthesize
the Voice pattern of an exercise Set, based upon the Selected
repetition rate and in accordance with the Selected combi
nation of the repetition number and enunciation pattern.
The table of addresses discussed above would be used in

Sound natural because the duration of each enunciated word

within a Set do not have Sufficient Separation to prevent the
words from running together. To produce a voice Synthesis
which Sounds natural for widely varying repetition rates, the
use of a multivibrator and potentiometric control for the
repetition rate Selector permits the use of different time bases
for enunciating words which vary with the chosen repetition
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audio gain of the audio amplifier 26 will not emphasize the
next word. The program then proceeds to step 118 where the
address of the next word to be voice synthesized, which has
been obtained from the address table, is output on the bus 20
of the microprocessor 14 to the voice synthesizer 18. The
program then proceeds to Step 120 where an output Signal is
placed on line 20 of the microprocessor for the purpose of
instructing the Speech Synthesizer 18 to Start the Voice
synthesis of the desired word.
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Subsequently, the program proceeds to decision point 122
where the program loops until one word at the chosen rate
is completed. The completion of one word is signalled by the
repetition rate Selector 12 changing from its high State to a
low State. AS described above, the duration of the high State
of the monostable multivibrator within the repetition rate
Selector 12 is a function of the RC time constant which is
determined by the adjustment of the repetition rate Selector
12. The program next proceeds to decision point 124 where
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the device is provided with a repetition number control DIP
Switch 102, no selectors are provided for the setting of a
repetition rate or enunciation pattern. These values are
instead determined by a microprocessor control program
Stored in the Single chip microcontroller/Speech Synthesizer
100. In addition, amplification of the synthesized speech or
audible indicia is performed internally, and is also set by the
microprocessor program in a known manner.

been reached. In the case of the repetition number illustrated
in Table I above, the 23rd address position within the table
Signals that the end of a Set has been reached. If the answer
is yes, the program proceeds to Step 126 where the internal
counter, which is read at step 110 to obtain the address of the
next word to be voice Synthesized within the group of
addresses for the Selected combination of repetition rate,
repetition number and enunciation pattern is Set to 1 to
prepare the Voice Synthesizer 18 to repeat the enunciation of
the Set. The program proceeds to decision point 128 where
a determination is made as to whether a Stop command has

diagrams of FIGS. 4-9. In each of the embodiments illus
trated in FIGS. 49, a single chip microcontroller/speech

More detailed embodiments are shown in the Schematic

a determination is made as to whether the end of a Set has

generator 100 produced by Texas Instruments (model
50C11) is used. This device permits the simple storage of
15

been issued.

A Stop command may be signalled by turning off the

power or the pushing of a stop command control (not shown)

which may be provided on the front panel of the housing
which contains the exercise monitor. If a stop command has
been generated, the program enters a Stop phase at Step 130.
If the answer is no, the program proceeds to decision point
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132 where a determination is made as to whether the same

repetition rate, repetition number and enunciation pattern are
Still being Specified by the repetition rate Selector 12, rep
etition number control Switch 15 and enunciation pattern
control Switch 16. If there is no change in the repetition rate,
repetition number and enunciation pattern, the program
loops back to step 108 where a new time interval is begun
by the exercise rate selection control 112. If there has been
a change in the repetition number and enunciation control
16, the program loops to step 106 to obtain the table of a
newly Selected repetition rate, repetition number and enun
ciation pattern. If the end of a Set has not been detected at
decision point 124, the program proceeds to decision point
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As illustrated in circuit block 166 of FIG. 4, the device is
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132 which functions in the manner described above. The

program will continue to produce Synthesized speech at the
Selected exercise rate until manually Stopped by turning off
the power or pushing a stop button. Any adjustment in the
selected exercise rate is immediately picked up at block 108
where the time interval is changed by the adjustment of the
repetition rate Selector 12.
It should be clearly understood that the combination of
repetition rate, repetition number and enunciation pattern
which have been specifically set forth above is only repre
Sentative of the potential combinations of repetition rates,
repetition numbers and enunciation patterns which may be
voice synthesized by the invention. Countless other values
and combinations may be used. The invention may also be
used for maintaining a desired exercise rate in exercise
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first embodiment of FIG. 1. As described above, the

mechanical Switch undergoes a temporary closure for each
Successive exercise repetition, which is detected by the
microcontroller/speech synthesizer 100 to monitor the user's
Successive exercise repetitions.
The microcontroller/speech synthesizer 100 is pro
grammed by known means to respond to the “program' key
by entering a program mode. In the program mode, the

number of repetitions (repetition number) can be changed
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FIG. 3 illustrates a second embodiment of the electronic

exercise monitor of the present invention. In this
embodiment, the microprocessor and Speech Synthesizer,
which are shown Separately in FIG. 1, are combined in a
single microcontroller/speech synthesizer chip 100. While

provided with a plurality of input "keys', including a
“program' key, an “enter” key, a “lever” key, an “up' key,
a “down” key and a “mute' key. With the exception of
"lever, these keys comprise pushbuttons on the external
housing of the device. The “lever” key denotes a mechanical
Switch Similar to the Switch discussed in connection with the
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classes.

The invention has been described in terms of its preferred
embodiment. However, it should be clearly understood that
numerous modifications may be made thereto without
departing from the Scope of the invention as defined by the
appended claims.

Speech and is programmable by means well known to those
of ordinary skill in the art to provide the functions described
herein. In FIGS. 4-9, elements having the same structure are
denoted by the Same reference numeral.
FIG. 4 is a detailed Schematic diagram of an electronic
exercise monitor and repetition counter having a structure
similar to that shown in block diagram form in FIG. 3.
Circuit block 160 is an audio amplifier circuit and audio
Speaker for producing Synthesized speech corresponding to
a repetition count and motivational phrases. Circuit block
162 is an oscillator circuit for driving the microcontroller/
speech synthesizer 100. Circuit block 164 is a reset switch
circuit which initializes the microcontroller/speech Synthe
sizer 100. Circuit block 166 is a Switch circuit for controlling
the exercise monitor. Resistors R3, R4 and R5 are pullup
resistors which apply a positive voltage to the
microcontroller/speech synthesizer 100. Pressing a respec
tive Switch “pulls' the Voltage applied to a respective input
terminal of the microcontroller/speech synthesizer 100 to
+5V. The microcontroller/speech synthesizer 100 detects
this and responds accordingly based upon the microproces
Sor control program Stored in the microcontroller/speech
synthesizer 100.
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from a default value by operation of the “up” and “down”
keys and Subsequent pressing of the “enter” key to Select a
desired value. Thus, for instance, a default value associated

with repetition number can be pre-stored in the
microcontroller/speech generator. By depressing the “pro
gram” key, followed by the “up” or “down” key, the default
repetition number can be changed. Preferably, the
microcontroller/speech synthesizer 100 issues a verbal rep
resentation of the default value when the “program” key is
pressed, and issues a verbal representation each time the
repetition number is changed by pressing the “up' or
“down” key.
The microcontroller/speech synthesizer 100 is pro
grammed to respond to the "lever” key to increment the
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the like, by modifying the microprocessor control program
to detect the outputs of Such conventional detectors and to

repetition count and to issue a verbal representation of the
repetition count for Selected values which are pre
programmed in the microcontroller/speech Synthesizer. AS
described above, by issuing a verbal representation of a
repetition count at Selected time intervals, the problem of
one count number overlapping a Subsequent count number is

calculate a corresponding value (e.g., pulse rate, calories
expended, distance, speed, and the like) using conventional
programming techniques well known to those of ordinary
skill in the art.

avoided.

In addition, a "mute' key is provided to toggle on/off the
verbal output. The microcontroller/speech synthesizer 100 is
programmed to respond to the “mute' key to deactivate the
Verbal output of repetition numbers or motivational phrases.
Thus, for example, the device can be operated So as to
provide either a verbal count of selected repetitions by itself,
or a count plus motivational phrases which are issued
depending upon the monitored count value, or both a verbal
count and motivational phrases.
Circuit block 166 comprises four series-connected batter
ies for providing power to the unit. Circuit block 170 is a
circuit for illuminating a light emitting diode when the
power is turned on via reset switch S1. In order to light the
diode, the microcontroller/speech generator 100 pulls its
connected pin to zero volts. Current flows from Vcc through
resistor R6 and diode D5, causing it to emit light.
As will be appreciated by those of ordinary skill in the art,
the device illustrated in FIG. 4 is somewhat simplified in
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(Such as age and weight).

Circuit block 174 is a Switch circuit having input keys
including “distance”, “time”, “start”, “age”, “level”,
“weight”, “belt”, “up”, “down”, “pulse" and “mute”. The
“mute”, “up” and “down” keys function in the manner
described above. To operate the device, the user Selects a

distance he or she wishes to walk (or run) on a treadmill or
25

design as compared to that illustrated in FIGS. 1, 20a) and
2(b) since there are no separate means for entering an

enunciation pattern and a repetition rate. Accordingly, the
device is programmed to issue a verbal output having a
Single time base and to generate a voice count for only
Selected repetitions. There is thus no need in this embodi
ment for providing Separate address tables and Separate Sets
of data for each time base. In an alternative embodiment,

additional keys can be added and the microprocessor control
program can be modified to respond to those keys to provide
variable Selection means for the enunciation pattern and
repetition rate. In Such case, a Series of LEDs or an audible
output can be added to the device to Simulate a desired pace
based upon the Selected repetition rate.
FIG. 5 is a Schematic diagram of an exercise monitor
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similar to that shown in FIG. 4. In this embodiment,

however, the “lever” key is replaced by four independent
input channels CH1-CH4 so that four different functions can
be monitored by the use of a mechanical Switch of the type
described above. Circuit block 172 denotes a Switch circuit
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having key inputs for selecting each of channels CH1-CH4,
along with the “program”, “enter”, “up” and “down” keys
described above. Light emitting diodes D1–D4 are provided
to indicate a Selected channel. In this embodiment, four

different exercise detectors may be connected to the device
through each of channels CH1-CH4. A channel is selected
by depressing one of the channel keys CH1-CH4. The
microcontroller/speech synthesizer 100 is programmed to
monitor the Selected channel and to provide verbal output in
the manner described above. Thus, when a respective chan
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nel is Selected and a mechanical Switch is connected thereto,

pedal on a Stationary bicycle by operating the “distance'
key. The “up” and “down” keys are used to vary the distance
from a default value in the manner described above. Thus,

for instance, when the “distance' key is operated, the
microprocessor control program causes the device to pro
duce a verbal representation of a default distance value,
which is varied by use of the “up” and “down” keys, with
each deviation resulting in a verbal representation. Similarly,
a desired exercise "time” can be Selected by operating the
“time' key along with the “up” and “down” keys. The user
enters his or her age and weight using the “age’ and
“weight” keys. The “belt' key is an input attached to a
conventional wheel encoder which engages the belt of a
treadmill and outputs a Signal indicating movement of the
belt. This signal is detected by the microcontroller/speech
synthesizer 100 and the distance travelled is determined
therefrom. The user presses the “start” key to start the
monitoring process.
Circuit block 176 is a pulse monitor comprising a com
bination of a photoemitter D10 and a photodetector Q7 for
detecting the user's pulse. Circuit block 178 is an opera
tional amplifier circuit that amplifies the Signal output by the
photodetector Q7 using a unity gain buffer and a Voltage
amplifier with a gain of 100. The original input Voltage
controls discharge time of the capacitor C8. The output of
the capacitor C8 is input to the microcontroller/speech
generator 100 and the microprocessor control program mea
Sures the discharge time of the capacitor C8 and, based upon
this time, calculates the user's pulse. AS will be appreciated
by those of ordinary skill in the art, there are many different
methods used to calculate pulse and any known method is
considered within the Scope of the invention.
FIG. 7 is a Schematic diagram of an embodiment having
four channels CH1-CH4, as in the FIG. 5 embodiment, and

the device can function as a repetition counter as described
above.

AS will be readily appreciated, the microprocessor control
program can be modified to recognize various types of
inputs. Thus, channels CH1-CH4 need not be limited to
receiving inputs from a mechanical Switch. Other types of
exercise detectors may be used to monitor other types of
functions. Thus, a conventional pulse monitor output can be
used as one input channel, while other input channels can be
connected to detectors for monitoring distance, Speed, and

FIG. 6 is a Schematic diagram of an embodiment con
nectable to a treadmill or exercise bicycle for monitoring the
distance travelled, the user's pulse rate and calories
expended. As is well known to those of ordinary skill in the
art, distance is easily calculated based upon an input signal
output from a conventional detection means connectable to
Stationary bicycle or treadmill. Calories expended during an
exercise routine may also be easily calculated using well
known equations relying upon pulse and demographic data

60

also provided with an electronic pulse monitor and calorie
counter. The microcontroller/speech generator 100 is pro
grammed to count calories expended during an exercise
depending upon the user's age and weight. A determination
of calories expended may also be based upon exercise
factorS relevant to the monitored exercise.
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FIG. 8 is a schematic diagram of an embodiment in which
the electronic exercise monitor functions as a pedometer. An
output of a conventional pedometer device is connected to
the “pedo” key of circuit block 180. The microprocessor
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control program detects this signal and calculates a distance
based upon the value of the user's “stride” as selected by the
user. This embodiment also includes a pulse Sensor and
optional calorie as described above. Circuit block 182 is an
audio amplifier circuit which differs from circuit block 160
of FIGS. 4–7 in that headphones having a pair of speakers
LS1 and LS2 replace the Single speaker of the previous
embodiments. In addition, a relay 184 controlled by the
microcontroller/speech synthesizer 100 is used to Switch
between the audio output of the exercise monitor and a radio
module 186 under control of the microprocessor control
program. Thus, for example, at pre-stored time intervals
when it is determined that a verbal output is to be generated,
the microcontroller/Speech generator 100 issues an output
signal on line PAO to cause the relay 184 to switch the
headphones from an audio output of the radio module 186 to
the audio output of the exercise monitor So that the user can
hear the Verbal message generated by the exercise monitor,
e.g., distance walked, pulse rate, calories expended, and the
like, any of which can be generated at desired intervals in the

The two rocker portions 128 are parallel to each other but
may also be directed inwardly towards each other at a Small
angle to accommodate the elbows of the perSon using the
abdominal exerciser device 122. Each arm rest portion 130
extends from a rocker portion 128 and is bent over to form
an L-shape. AS illustrated, each arm rest portion 130 has a
curved portion 140 extending from a rocker portion 128 and
a straight free end portion 142. The curved portion 140
forms a right angle bend. In addition, the free end portion
142 has a removable cushion 144 mounted thereon to
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manner described above. In addition, the reset Switch S1 is

configured to be operated by the jack of the headphones,
Such that the device is turned on when the headphone jack
is inserted therein.

AS noted above, the exercise monitor of the present
invention may be used as a Stand-alone device for monitor
ing any type of repetitive exercise activity, or may be
incorporated into a piece of exercise equipment of the type
having a displaceable member adapted to undergo reciprocal
or repetitive movement during an exercise routine. In the
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former case, for instance, the mechanical Switch 22 (exercise
motion detector) must be placed in a position in which
closure of the Switch will occur once for each repetition. For

example, when the exercise is situps, the Switch may be of
appropriate design Such that when placed on the floor or on

an exercise mat (or mounted within the mat), the Switch
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contacts become temporarily closed once for each Situp. The
mechanical Switch 22 may also be disposed on or in an
exercise device Such that the contacts become temporarily

closed in a similar manner. For instance, if the mechanical

Switch 22 is disposed in a free weight or bar, the Switch must
be of an appropriate design So as to undergo temporary
closure once each repetition. Of course, the exercise motion
detector 22 need not be a mechanical Switch, and may
constitute any device capable of detecting a desired activity,
Such as those described above or others within the knowl

present invention as mounted to an abdominal exerciser 122.
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The abdominal exerciser 122 is formed of a skeletal frame

124, for example, from a single hollow tube of aluminum or
other rigid material. The skeletal frame 124 includes a pair
of Support rails 126, a pair of arcuate rocker portions 128,
each of which extends forwardly from a respective Support
rail 126, a pair of arm rest portions 130, each of which
extends from a respective rocker portion 128, and an arch
shaped portion 132 which is connected to and between the
Support rails 126.
The Support rails 126 are laterally spaced from each other
to rest on a Support Surface, Such as a floor. Each Support rail
126 extends between a rocker portion 128 and the arch
shaped portion 132 and, as illustrated, each Support rail 126
includes a Straight portion 134 which extends from a rocker
portion 128, and an arcuate portion 136 extending from the
straight portion 134.

receive an elbow or arm of the perSon disposed between the
Support rails 126.
AS shown, a Support means 146 is Secured to and acroSS
the arch-shaped portion 132 for Supporting the neck and
head of a person disposed between the Support rails 126. The
support means 146 includes a rigid U-shaped bar 148, for
example, of aluminum which is pivotally mounted by Suit
able means 150 on the straight portions of the arch-shaped
portion. In addition, the Support means 146 includes a
padded head rest 152 which is secured to a horizontal part
of the U-shaped bar. The U-shaped bar 148 is freely pivot
able relative to the arch-shaped portion So as to be moved
from a position as shown in the drawings in which the bar
is vertical and rests on a floor or on other Support Surface.
When the exercise device 122 is in a position of rest, the
user may perform an exercise which involves resting one's
head on the head rest while grasping the arch-shaped portion
and resting one’s arms and elbows on the arm rest cushions.
At this time, the user may raise his/her legs into a vertical
position. The legs may then be lowered while being main
tained in a parallel relation.
In order to conduct an exercise program for exercising the
abdominal muscles, the following Steps are followed:
First, the user positions himself or herself in a Supine
position within the skeletal frame of the exercise device
while placing his or her neck and head on the head rest of
the Support means.
Next, the user rests his or her elbows on the arm rest
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edge of those of ordinary skill in the art.
An embodiment of an electronic repetition counter

according to the present invention is illustrated in FIGS. 9(a)
and 9(b), which illustrate the exercise monitor 120 of the
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portions, that is, on the cushions slidably mounted on the
arm rest portions. The user is now ready to begin a curling
exercise. At this time, with the user's hands gripping the
upstanding arch-shaped portion, the user begins to curl his
or her spine forwardly while rocking the frame forwardly on
the rocker portions. After reaching a partially flexed or fully
flexed position, the user returns to the Supine position while
rocking the skeletal frame rearwardly on the rocker portions.
The curling and uncurling StepS are repeated until the
exercise program has been completed.
The mechanical Switch 22 of the exercise monitor 120
comes into contact with the floor each time the user com

pletes a single repetition. The Switch 22 provides a pulse
output signal each time a repetition is performed. The pulse
is provided as an input to the microprocessor 14 shown in
FIG. 1, or as an input to the combined microprocessor/
speech synthesizer device 100 illustrated in FIG. 3.
Accordingly, when exercise is performed using the abdomi
nal exerciser, the exercise monitor 120 generates a human
Voice to count the repetitions being performed by the user in
accordance with the repetition rate, repetition number and
enunciation pattern Set by the user. Motivational words are
preferably interlaced within the verbal count by the micro
processor program to provide the user with encouragement
and motivation which has not heretofore been available.
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In a like manner, the exercise monitor may be incorpo
rated into many different types of exercise equipment, Such
as a barbell, dumbbell, rowing machine, or universal-type
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equipment Such as a chest press machine, a rigid arm lat
pull-down machine, a shoulder press machine, a pectoral fly
machine, a Seated hamstring machine, a leg extension
machine, an inner/outer thigh combo machine, or an
abdominal crunch machine. AS will be appreciated by those
of ordinary skill in the art, depending upon the exercise for
which the monitor is used or the type of equipment in which
it is incorporated, the motivational Speech patterns will be
different, in each case being relevant to the exercise being
performed.
FIG. 10 is an illustration of the exercise monitor of the

present invention as incorporated into a watch case 200. AS

noted above, the exercise motion detector need not be a

mechanical Switch, but can be a device capable of detecting
repetitious motion in a given direction, Such as an
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accelerometer, GPS (global positioning Satellite) detector, or

the like. Thus, by providing the exercise monitor in a watch
case, the device is capable of detecting exercises that involve
arm movement, Such as walking or running, Situps, and the
like. Similarly, the device can be provided in a case capable
of being worn on a user's waist, neck, ankle, and the like.
Additionally, the device may be programmed to issue not
only motivational Speech patterns, but also promotional
Speech patterns to promote one or more commercial prod
ucts of a given producer or Supplier. In that case, Such speech
patterns are preferably generated as the individual com
mences or completes a particular set of exercises.
AS noted above, one of the functions that may be moni
tored by the exercise monitor of the present invention is the
user's breathing pattern. Thus, for instance, while the user is
performing a particular exercise the device can monitor the
user's breathing pattern by monitoring the expansion and
contraction of the user's chest. Alternatively, the device can
monitor the air flow from the user's nose and/or mouth to

determine the user's breathing pattern. The device can be
programmed in the above-described manner to assist the
user in controlling his or her breathing pattern based upon
information a Such as repetition rate and the like. By
comparing the user's breathing pattern with pre-stored or
calculated information indicating the correct breathing
pattern, the device can issue Verbal alarms or instructions to
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assist the user.
The invention has been described in terms of various

preferred embodiments and variations thereof. However, it
should be clearly understood that numerous modifications
may be made thereto without departing from the Scope of the
invention as defined by the appended claims.
I claim:

1. An exercise monitor for monitoring the repetitive
performance of an exercise, comprising: a Switch mountable
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during use of the exercise monitor to a reciprocally displace
able member of an exercise equipment, the Switch being
responsive to the reciprocal motion of the displaceable
member to output a Signal for each of a plurality of Sequen
tial exercise repetitions performed by the user on the exer
cise equipment; processing means for receiving the Signals
and determining for each a starting address at which a block
of corresponding Sound data is Stored; a memory for Storing
Sound data for each of the plurality of Sequential exercise
repetitions, the Sound data including data representing a
Voice count number for each repetition of an exercise; and
a Speech generator for generating a voice in accordance with
the Sound data Stored in the memory, the Speech generator
being controlled by the processing means in response to the
Switch to progressively count Sequential exercise repetitions
performed by the user.
2. An exercise monitor according to claim 1; wherein the
Switch has a contact member disposed Such that each full
cycle of motion of the displaceable member causes a single,
temporary closure of the Switch contacts So as to permit the
generation of a pulse signal and to permit detection of
Successive exercise repetitions which are to be verbally
counted by the exercise monitor.
3. An exercise monitor according to claim 1; wherein the
Speech generator includes means for generating a voice
count for Selected ones of the exercise repetitions.
4. An exercise monitor according to claim 1; further
comprising display means for providing a visual display of
the number of exercise repetitions being performed.
5. An exercise monitor according to claim 1; further
comprising a Selector for Selecting an exercise rate at which
Voice patterns will be produced, the Selected rate being
variable between a predetermined minimum value and a
predetermined maximum value.
6. An exercise monitor according to claim 1; further
comprising a Selector for Selecting a desired number of
repetitions per Set.
7. An exercise monitor according to claim 1; further
comprising a Selector for Selecting an enunciation pattern at
which the voice will be produced.
8. An exercise monitor according to claim 1; further
comprising means for issuing Verbal encouragement to
motivate the user to continue to perform the exercise cor
rectly; wherein the processing means includes means for
issuing the verbal encouragement between or in the place of
one or more Successive verbal count numbers depending
upon the length of the Verbal encouragement words, the
repetition rate and the enunciation pattern.

